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Limnologen Aktuellt
MANTEL MEETINGS
Don, Jorrit and Ana were in Wageningen (Netherlands) from
February 19-22nd for the MANTEL mid-term review meeting
where PhD students showed their research progress, and for
the 4th MANTEL training workshop on ecosystem services at
NIOO-KNAW. During the workshop methodologies for
valuation of lake and reservoir Ecosystem Services in terms
of provisioning, regulation, cultural or supporting services
were discussed.

OIKOS 2019
This year’s OIKOS meeting was held at SLU Uppsala
between February 5th and 7th. This year meeting covered six
themes:
- Eco-evolutionary dynamics – Facing changes and
changing faces
- Global change ecology – From individuals to ecosystem
responses
- Landscape ecology – Structure, function and management
- Behavioural ecology – Decisions that matter
- Trophic interactions – The entangled world of diets and
dynamics
- Microbial ecology – Small things with big effects

March
KIND OF A BIG DEAL
Gene Likens, a former guest professor at
limno, received the Benjamin Franklin Medal
in Earth and Environmental Science. He seems
to be in good company as two other recipients
of the prize are two of the most recent Nobel
laureates. For more information on the award
check out https://www.fi.edu/laureates/gene-elikens

Gene is pictured above with other former limnos’ Jovana and
Yinghua, at the 2018 Uppsala University convocation ceremony

EDLA THEME
Our EDLA theme has been announced!
Please sign-up for the party on the limno
hallway door - we can’t wait to see the
costumes that all of you come up with this
year!

and had talks and posters by a wide variety of limnos
(including Anna Sz. and Fernando, pictured below)
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NEW FACES
Jorrit Mesman is a PhD
student joining us at limno
for the first of two, threemonth stays which are part
of a double-degree PhD
program between the
University of Geneva and
Uppsala University. He will
be working on modeling the
future of lake ecosystem
resilience, combining the
influences of long-term
climate warming and short-term extreme climatic events
(storms, heatwaves, etc.). This project is part of the EUfunded MANTEL project, where multiple PhD students
look at the influence of extreme climatic events on lake
physics and biology. He is “looking forward to get to
know you all!” and we are looking forward to his stay!

Maria Elisa Pierfederici is joining limno from the
University of Parma for an Erasmus-funded
research internship (to be completed May 30th).
She is a Masters student in Environmental
Science and will mainly be working with Stefan
and Maliheh in a project dealing with microbial
food web interactions.
She also hopes to be
able to engage in
other lab and field
related activities in
the Department, and
has done another
research internship in
Tr o m s o ( N o r w a y )
looking at larger types
of plankton and their
responses to climate
change.

ASLO - PUERTO RICO

OUR NEWEST DOCENT

Our current and former colleagues, as well as
friends and collaborators seems to be having a nice
time at ASLO in Puerto Rico. I’m sure they will
share all of the great stories with us once they make
it back to Sweden.

Dolly held her docent lecture on March 1st about
"Dissolved organic matter in inland waters and its
impacts on drinking water quality". It was a great and
interesting
lecture that
many Limnos
enjoyed.

IT’S HARD OUT HERE FOR A MESOCOSM
This winter the mesocosms infrastructure has suffered "a bit" from the harsh
weather. First, due to the strong winds of Alfrida's storm, with gust winds
reaching more than 27 m/s, the whole infrastructure was shaken and the
junctions between the main dock, the concrete dock, and the AquaNet jetfloat
were all broken. After that, the western part of the KAW dock was completely
caught under the ice. Fortunately, no experiments were going on this winter!!
The team at Erken is waiting until the ice melts to properly evaluate the damage
and start making repairs to get the infrastructure working again for next season.
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